differences between planet of the apes book vs movie page 1 - what's the difference between planet of the apes the book and planet of the apes the movie drama planet of the apes 50 released 1963 author boule pierre planet of the apes 50 released 1968 director schaffner franklin j planet of the apes book vs movie add a difference add edit a difference this spoils the ending, resistance is futile planet of the apes book vs movie - planet of the apes book vs movie the most important difference between the book and the movie is the ending the book is less precise ulysses returns to earth with nova and his son to discover that earth was also been taken over by apes since such a great amount of time has elapsed this ending leaves room for interpretation, planet of the apes book vs movie chase march dj services - planet of the apes by pierre boule published in french in 1963 under the title of la plan te des singes the original novel is quite a bit different than the 1968 film adaptation that being said i thoroughly enjoyed it, planet of the apes book and movie lets talk about both - what's interesting when you compare book to movie is that the movie that most resembles the book is movie 3 escape from planet of the apes yes the roles of ape and human are reversed but the evolution of the other creatures first becoming a social sensation and ending up as pariahs resembles what happened to taylor in the book, does the planet of the apes book end like the movie series - no the ending of the book is the same as the ending of the 2001 tim burton planet of the apes remake which i wouldn't recommend watching but if you do read the book first to clarify the book ending is totally unrelated to the series ending and the ending of beneath the planet of the apes which i believe you are referencing and which original star charlton heston intended to be the series ending, planet of the apes book to film adapt perish - this video is unavailable watch queue queue watch queue queue, ranked the best and worst of the planet of the apes - planet of the apes 2001 it is hard to disagree with mark wahlberg star of tim burton s dreary uninspired remake who said the studio didn't have the script right after a promising first hour with tim roth helena bonham carter and paul giamatti excelling as apes this swaps allegory for mindless action, planet of the apes from novel to film google sites - whether on earth or on a distant planet like soror the prospect of apes succeeding humans as a planet s dominant species serves as an alarming teotwaki the end of the world as we know it scenario in both the movie and novel raising several different not easily answerable questions, planet of the apes by pierre boulle goodreads com - planet of the apes is one of those books that s hard to approach without bringing along the baggage of the original 60s film adaptation or the less than successful remake a few years ago the original film is such a part of our pop culture consciousness that it s almost impossible to separate it from what we have here, planet of the apes wikipedia - the franchise is based on french author pierre boulle s 1963 novel la plan te des singes translated into english as planet of the apes or monkey planet its 1968 film adaptation planet of the apes was a critical and commercial hit initiating a series of sequels tie ins and derivative works, planet of the apes movies in order - planet of the apes movies in order in preparation for the 1999 movie by fox a planet of the apes video game was made for both pc and play station however little success was seen with this game and no more games were seen until this year in 2014 fox partnered with game maker ndemic creations to add an update into an existing game plague inc, book vs movie planet of the apes scifi books movies - book vs movie planet of the apes scifi books movies book vs movie planet of the apes scifi books movies visit